A

s the typical wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) increases in size and complexity,
operators face growing challenges as
they try to supervise individual process
components while simultaneously overseeing
the entire treatment system. A distributed
control system (DCS) that monitors and controls
the various components comprising a facility’s
overall treatment process can assist operators
with these tasks, provided that the DCS is
designed with the needs of operators in mind.
One such need involves notifying operators of
alarms when they make their rounds away from
a plant’s central control room (CCR) or an area
control center (ACC).
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Although alarm notification is important, an
This issue may be addressed by developing
operator also must be able to act to resolve any
summary alarms that indicate when an alarm
alarms. Additional investigation may be necescondition occurs within a specific process or
equipment group. For example, a summary alarm
sary to determine an alarm’s true cause. The human–machine interface (HMI) displays within a
can be created to sound whenever an alarm conDCS can provide the necessary tools to enable an
dition occurs in a primary pump house. An opoperator to accomplish this. Therefore, once notierator then would have to investigate the alarm
fied of an alarm, an operator must have access to
to determine its cause. Although this approach
an HMI. The operator may return to the CCR or
reduces the total number of alarms, it requires
ACC to use an operator workstation, employ one
follow-up on the part of operators.
of the available workstations located throughout
A typical methodology is to address each
the plant, or use a portable computer that enprocess area separately, define the critical alarms
ables access to HMI functions from anywhere in
for each area, and configure these alarms for rethe plant.
mote notification. At times, it
Wireless technology has
may be necessary to combine
matured in recent years and
multiple alarms into a single
now provides practical, costsummary alarm for an area.
effective, and secure functionHowever, care must be taken
ality for process-control applito develop alarm logic that
cations. Among the available
meets a facility’s operational
wireless devices for process
requirements.
control, HMI technologies proFor example, should an
vide the most flexible applicaoperator be notified of multitions. Operators have a wide
ple alarms in the same area?
selection of options available
One requirement may prefor monitoring plant processes
clude this approach, because
outside a control room, includan operator should access an
HMI as soon as the first area
ing pagers for basic systemevent notification, mobile telealarm occurs. Presumably,
phones equipped with Short
the operator would notice
Message Service, browsers
any additional alarms at the
Portable computers and a wireless
HMI. On the other hand, it
incorporated in personal diginetwork can enable operators to fully
tal assistant (PDA) technology, access a plant’s distributed control
might make sense to notify
and fully equipped operator system from outside the control room.
operators of multiple alarms,
workstations. Although they
because personnel receiving
provide unprecedented levels of mobility, these wirethe alarms may not have immediate access to
an HMI. In the latter case, summary alarms may
less technologies require security considerations
beyond those of classical “wired” solutions.
not be needed. These examples are quite basic.
The chosen technology should be reliable and
However, such details must be addressed during
easily configurable, and it should not place an
the design of a remote-alarm system to avoid
unreasonable burden on plant maintenance and
problems later.
engineering personnel. Furthermore, the technolAn additional consideration involves the
ogy should provide secure communications to
intended recipients of messages from a remotealarm system. Notifications from such systems
ensure safe plant operation. Data security must
be addressed, along with measures to prevent
may be sent to users other than current shift
unauthorized individuals from intervening in the
operators. Supervisors, operations managers,
plant’s operation.
and even upper level managers may wish to receive notifications. Conceivably, different users
Sending Appropriate Alarms
may wish to receive different types of alarms.
For example, operators may want to be notified
An important part of designing a remote-alarm
system is to determine the appropriate alarms to
of equipment problems, but managers may want
send to the system. Typically, only key alarms
to be notified only of issues that could cause a
should be sent to operators via a remote-alarm
process to exceed its parameters. This situation
system. As with any alarm system, if nuisance
can be addressed easily by carefully designing a
alarms become the norm, operators tend to
remote-alarm system and appropriately incorpooverlook critical alarms.
rating available technology.
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PDAs and “smart phones,” which integrate
Text messaging has become a ubiquitous
the capabilities of a telephone and PDA, provide
an even wider range of functionality. In addition
function among today’s mobile communication
devices. Pagers, mobile phones, and PDAs all
to receiving simple text messages, typically via
support text messaging. Many of these devices
Short Message Service, PDAs also can receive email messages, usually via Simple Mail Transfer
support multiple types of text messaging interProtocol. Because they can contain much more
faces. For example, text pagers may support
text messages via Telocator Alphanumeric
information related to an alarm, e-mail messages
Protocol, Simple Network Paging Protocol,
overcome the restrictive text lengths imposed
by text pagers and Short Message Service.
Wireless Communications Transfer Protocol, and
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. Mobile phones
However, care should be taken to restrict the
typically support Short Message Service, as well
amount of information to the minimum necesas Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. Depending
sary. Even though these devices can support
on the type of device and
e-mail messages that are
desired method of message
hundreds or thousands of
delivery, many factors must
kilobytes in size, they have
relatively small screens. It is
be considered.
Text pagers typically
much easier for an operator
provide the least expensive
to determine the true source
of an alarm at the HMI, rathsolution, as the pagers themselves are relatively inexpener than reading through pagsive. A regional or nationwide
es of information contained
pager service provider or an
in an e-mail. Short, concise
onsite paging system can be
messages are still preferred,
used. Both systems support
even when message length is
various text messaging pronot limited by the device.
tocols. The text message for
each alarm should be kept
Sending Alarms to
brief and concise, because
Recipients
the maximum message length
Alarms typically are sent
for most text pagers is relato a variety of recipients,
Personal digital assistants with browser
tively small. Some summary
each of whom can receive
software can provide operators with
alarms may indicate only the quick access to the plant’s control
alarms in a manner tailored
plant process area related to system from anywhere in the plant.
to their needs. Operators,
an alarm; in such cases, an
of course, comprise the first
operator would have to access an HMI to learn
group of recipients. Typically, operators work a
the details associated with the alarm.
standard shift, and once their shift is complete,
Mobile phones typically provide text mesthey are not responsible for plant operation. The
saging functionality equal to or better than that
easiest way to equip these recipients is to proprovided by text pagers. The interface for text
vide a common set of devices that remain at the
message delivery will be through the mobile
plant and are used by operators on each shift,
phone service provider and typically requires
much as two-way radios normally are employed
some type of Internet access.
at a WWTP.
Mobile phones also enable operators to receive
For example, each operator would receive a
voice messages that can be sent by the alarm monipager at the beginning of a shift and keep it for
toring software. Typically, each alarm may have
the entire shift. At shift’s end, the pager would
one or more audio messages associated with it to
be returned for use by the next group of operadescribe the alarm to an operator. An audio mestors. This approach employs equipment most
sage provides some increased flexibility, because
efficiently while making it possible to direct speit can be quite descriptive. However, noise at an
cific types of alarms to certain pagers. During
operator’s location can present a serious drawback
each shift, the pertinent pagers are distributed
to audio messages. For example, if an operator is
to the appropriate operator.
performing rounds near centrifuges, grinders, or
Operational supervisors or managers who are
other particularly noisy areas, receiving audible
on call comprise the next group of recipients.
messages can be problematic. Text messages work
Although these individuals could use the same
much better in these situations.
equipment as the operators, they typically have
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a device assigned to them while on call. This approach to managing equipment would work especially well at the many WWTPs that have on-call
periods that cycle among individuals. Moreover,
if any of these individuals already have been assigned some type of device, their notifications
could be directed to this device. For example,
if an operations manager has a mobile phone
provided by the utility, alarm notifications could
be sent to this phone, rather than also requiring
the manager to carry a pager.
Another group of recipients may be higherlevel management or engineering staff. Although
this group may have no direct operational responsibilities, its members may
want to know when significant alarms occur. However,
they usually do not need
to receive it immediately.
In this situation, e-mail is
typically the best solution.
E-mail messages can be sent
to the recipients’ work accounts and reviewed at their
convenience.

be the better choice, because it is intended to
be held by the user while in use.
Once the computer equipment is chosen,
some type of network connectivity must be
established to enable the computer to interact
with the DCS. Wireless Ethernet technology
has become widely available and affordable.
However, security must be considered when
deploying this technology in a process environment. Because user authentication and authorization are integral parts of the DCS, encryption
of data transmission over the wireless Ethernet
network must be addressed separately from
the DCS.
DCS capability can be provided on a wireless device
in many ways, each with
its own advantages and disadvantages. For example,
the “thick-client” approach
requires software to be installed on each computer,
resulting in higher maintenance costs. By contrast,
a browser-based approach
requires no software installations on individual comResponding to
puters, but it can result in
Text pagers offer an inexpensive means
an Alarm
a potentially more complex
to notify operators about alarms while
Once notified of an alarm, they are away from the control room or server configuration. A third
an operator away from the area control centers.
approach, remote windowHMI can return to perform
ing, involves installing softthe standard functions of acknowledging the
ware on a single server to enable multiple
alarm, determining its cause, and resolving the
computers to run the program but view it as if
problem. However, there may be times when
it were running locally. Typically, the optimum
an operator must respond to an alarm immesolution will be based on the functionality,
diately.
bandwidth requirements, and options provided
An operator’s first option is to return either
by the DCS.
to the CCR or to one of the ACCs to investigate
Using technology that has become widely
the alarm. The second option is to investigate
available and affordable, utilities can employ
the alarm using an operator workstation that
remote-alarm notification systems that enable
has been “hardened,” or specially designed to
operators to monitor specified process alarms
continuously. In this way, operators can address
withstand a WWTP’s challenging environment.
Hardened workstations can be located in reprocess and equipment alarms quickly, avoiding
mote areas around a plant to decrease the time
the potential costs of equipment damage and
negative environmental effects. By incorpoit takes an operator to proceed from process
areas to a workstation. Control room workstarating remote-alarm notification, utilities can
tions and hardened workstations can provide
manage plant processes and equipment more
full HMI capability. Therefore, the workstation
thoroughly without increasing staff. At the same
closest to an operator when an alarm sounds
time, the technology can provide alarm notificamay be the most appropriate to use.
tion to others, including supervisors, managers,
A more convenient alternative for operators
and maintenance professionals.
is to provide portable computers that they can
take on their rounds. Both laptop and tablet
David L. Cooper II is an engineering consulcomputers can provide access to HMI functions.
tant, and Alvan Plymire is a fellow engineer at
From an ergonomic standpoint, the tablet may
Emerson Process Management (Pittsburgh).
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